
January
January is the first month of the 
year in Gregorian and Julian 
calendars.  Welcome to 2009.

January is typically the coldest 
month of  the year in the 
Northern Hemisphere and 
hottest in the Southern 
Hemisphere. .  The Romans 
named January which in Latin 
means “door”.  This is the 
doorway month.  Put your best 
foot forward into 2009.
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Mini Recipe
Suzi’s Egg Nog French Toast.

For 4 slices, slightly beat 2 eggs 
with a fork.  Add 3/4 cup egg 

nog.  Melt butter in a heavy fry 
pan and fry the slices until golden 
brown.  This is particularly good 
with homemade spiked egg nog.

Suzi 2009

In the mid 60’s Petulia Clark 
sang a little song called 
“Downtown” that became a 
HUGE hit in 
not only 
America but 
also in Europe.  
Well, she was 
British.  
Anyway, I was 
in my teens 
and my dad 
had a camera/
photo business on Main Street 
Ft. Morgan, Colorado.  He and 

I would take walks together in 
the evenings.  On one of  those 
walks I remember him saying to 

me that he 
thought 
“Downtown” 
should be our 
song.  It meant 
so much to 
him to have his 
little shop and 
to have his 
family helping 

him run it that the song was 
perfectly appropriate to be 

z Downtown z
Everyone knows what you mean by “downtown” it is part of our 
lives one way or another.

WHAT WE SEEK IN DOWNTOWN  BY SUZI

“ D O N ’ T  W O R R Y.   B E  H A P P Y ”
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“our” song.  I loved the song too.  I loved our downtown.  Besides Dad’s shop there were two drug stores, 
one with a soda fountain where all the kids gathered after school and church.  If  you wanted a banana 
split you got to pick a banana.  A tag on the banana told you the price of  your split.  If  you were lucky 
you could get a $.09 banana split.  The most you’d pay would be $.29.  We usually got green river drinks, 
cherry, vanilla or chocolate cokes.  On occasion we splurged on a malt.  The other drug store was owned 
by friends of  my parents.  Two doors down from our shop was the bakery.  They had big ovens where 
loaves of  bread were baked and machines that sliced them into perfect portions.  At Christmas they 
made great gingerbread people.  I’d have lunch there occasionally and would get Campbell’s bean soup 
that they heated in stainless handled pitchers that plugged right into an outlet to heat up the soup.  Right 
next door to our shop was a tiny little space where the jeweler worked.  The cleaning chemical he used 
on watches made me want to gag but it was all part of  the atmosphere so it didn’t stop me from hanging 
around to watch him work.  Clothing stores dotted Main street and of  course there was a theatre where 
I’d spend Saturday afternoons alone or with friends or my brother watching Tarzan, The 13 Ghosts, The 
Blob, Old Yeller.  Old Yeller still haunts me, it should have been rated R as far as I’m concerned.  I was 
way too sensitive to watch a boy my age have to shoot his rabid dog because his mother for some reason 
couldn’t do it.  Talk about a radical right of  passage.  Bambi was almost too much let alone the hard 
times in the woods of  Old Y.  

Downtown was everything in our town.  On Saturdays you always saw boys you had crushes on.  Teens 
paraded in their cars just after the stores closed, Santa rode down the middle of  it the day after 
Thanksgiving.

I would wish for Mosier such a downtown if  even of  a miniature scale.  Perhaps sometime in the near 
future we’ll figure out how to create a Main Street of  our own.  We haven’t much space and we don’t 
really have a block that’s free from residential use to create a string of  businesses but even if  we have to 
dot businesses around a bit perhaps we can create a park area near the water or railroad tracks and 
attract some businesses that would bring people down to shop.  The businesses could be linked by steps 
and sidewalks that made it easier to get around on foot.  Having residents downtown is very healthy for a 
town because they support the businesses and keep them healthy.  It would be nice if  the city had the 
money to purchase some of  the properties that come up for sale so they could have some say as to what 
goes back into those lots: maybe someday that will be possible.  In any case, at least Mosier is thinking 
about how to design the town for the future and what may keep Mosier, Mosier.  If  other towns had had 
the luxury we have of  time to plan for our future maybe they would have succeeded in creating a space 
where people met, shopped, ate, drank, played and hung out together.  That would be a downtown to 
sing about.

10 SPEED BRINGS BACK THE OBAMA LATTE JANUARY 19-25 IN HONOR OF THE 
INAUGURATION.



Musings   by Jerry Gabay now teaching in Slovakia

November 17, 2008
In a conversation at dinner last night with 2 Viennese and one Slovak friends, the subject turned to relatively 
recent history and socialism.  Richard wondered if there could be socialism within a democracy.  He is 
concerned about the rightward turn in Austria, particularly since what he sees as the golden decade of the 70’s 
in Austria, when the Social Democrats were in control.  I mentioned the many things for the benefit of the 
common person built under the communist regime (such as bikepaths, concert halls, and youth centers) which 
have fallen into disrepair since capitalism was embraced here.  My Slovak friend, who was a PhD candidate 
in 1989, and who does not like what capitalism has wrought here, said she and her friends demonstrated for a 
better socialism during the ‘Velvet Revolution’ not for capitalism.  It is the first I’ve heard of this distinction, 
and wonder how many others share it.  I suspect it would be widely shared by those who were there and who 
see how far behind ordinary people (read that ‘middle class’ in Amerispeak) have been left in what otherwise 
appears to be a surging economy.

November 23, 2008
It snowed just a skiff Friday night.  Yesterday was cold and windy; started sunny then turned to periodic 
flurries.  It snowed more overnight…maybe 2 inches on the rooftops this morning.  Great day to stay inside 
and have a late breakfast with good coffee. 

I was quite interested to receive email comments from a former professor and mentor about everything being 
"more different" back in the 60's when we both had traveled in W. Europe.  I think there might be several 
things operative here.  First, we were much younger, and pretty much everything was new to us.  I can still 
remember my midnight ride from Orly to my new 'home' in Tours, the first day in France.  I loved everything 
I saw because everything was new to me.
 
Second, as she said, Europe has become so much more 'Americanized' since then.  Skyscrapers rather than 
18th C apartment buildings, shopping centers instead of market places, freeways rather than tree-lined country 
roads, etc. In some ways this is even more true in E. Europe, where the development of prefab concrete 
panels combined with the forces of urbanization and Soviet realism in the 1970s to virtually destroy the 
medieval and neobaroque character of cities like Bratislava.  Soulless high-rises drained much of whatever 
beauty and character which might have been here before WWII.
 
But I think a third factor may be the most significant.  All Europe was just so much poorer back then that 
"modern" life had not had time to develop, if by modern we mean the sort of suburban, individualistic 
lifestyle promoted relentlessly by TV.  The group I studied with in France has had several reunions and traded 
a lot of emails the past 5 years or so, and this has been a frequent topic of discussion.  I don't think we, as 
students, realized just how soon after WWII we visited Europe.  Barely 20 years after the fall of Berlin, an 
eon to an 18 year old, but very short as an historical period.  France and Spain and Italy were picturesque just 
because they were still living largely a pre-WW I lifestyle in a post-WW II economy.  One example of this 
change is the comment of a young French bartender in 2000 who explained that the ‘café society’ we had so 
enjoyed in 1963 was largely extinct in France because people stay home and watch TV, rather than gather at 
the bistro.  

What we find less sympathetic today is perhaps a result of the Europeans no longer being poor, and having 
opted for the pathetic 'good life' America opted for in the late 40s.  To get back to the esthetic we remember 
so fondly, I think we might have to venture to Moldova; at least that is what travelers more knowledgeable 
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than I have told me. The problem is, how many disgusting bathrooms (or no bathrooms at all) do we 
want to put up with in our 60s?

November 29, 2008
My Tday was good....we had a great potluck lunch at the school, with traditional American food that was 
almost as good as at home.  I would not have expected that I would have such an emotional boost from a 
meal....so I think I understand the complexity of the experience of an acquaintance who runs an NGO in 
Banska Bystrika.  He wrote me, “Hope you had an enjoyable holiday.  I am not sure what your 
experience about this has been but this day is one of the more complicated ones for me to deal with.  
Mostly I have learned to just set aside my expectations for a holiday which doesn't fit in another country 
where I am now living.  But my {Slovak}wife has been quite good about making sure that we do at least 
something of a special meal for the evening.”  Food may have greater ties to our emotional state than at 
first one might think….much like the link between smell and memory.

Decorated my small flat today.  Pitifully few decorations, but they do bring a smile to my face, even if I 
have to hold the toilet seat up with one hand due to the Santa Clause cover that won’t let it stay up by 
itself.  Later in the afternoon, I went over to Hlavne Namestie (the main town square) where the annual 
Christmas market opened last night.  It was full of Slovaks and little huts selling beeswax candles, local 
crafts, and imports from the Czech Rep to China.  But it is the food and wine which make it special.  A 
group sang Christmas songs in both Engish (bad accents) and Slovak (presumably good accents)...it was 
nice.  I had 2 glasses of punc (correct spelling - warm red wine and brandy with spices and fruits)...very 
good; and one glass of warm honey wine (even better) and some ruskovica (pear brandy from E. 
Slovakia).  Life is good.  As Garrison Keilor once wrote, God forgive us if we do not appreciate it 
enough.

December 7, 2008
Woke up too early; checked weather in Salzburg where I was to go for the day; sleet, rain and snow.  
Went back to bed.  About noon, I decided to go to Trnava (that’s the correct spelling, which is one reason 
Slovak is difficult, although not as bad as Welch, I suppose).  Trnava is a town about 45 minutes away 
by train that time has passed by.  In the 1600’s, it was probably the most cultured and perhaps best 
designed city in Slovakia.  It had one of the first universities in Europe (later transferred in its entirety, 
alas, to Budapest by the Hungarians who ruled most of Slovakia) and many elaborate churches.  The 
copper onion domes gleam in the slanting, late afternoon sun. The squares and old burghers’ houses are 
still impressive, as is the 12th C. wall that encircles much of the town.  In typical Slovak fashion, 
however, parts of the old town have fallen into disrepair and have been replaced by architecture of a 
highly questionable nature.  In the main square was another Christmas market, although not so crowded 
as Bratislava’s.  Bitter cold in the wind, but lovely when all the Christmas lights came on at 4 pm.  There 
is something about Christmas lights that chases the cold winter away.  I guess our ancestors knew that, 
long before there were Christmas lights.  Maybe that is why we still sit transfixed in front of the fire at 
night.  So, as god is reputed to have said, “Let there be Light!”

December 14, 2008
Susanna arrived by plane today from Oregon via Amsterdam, with the big smile on her face that I’ve 
waited for a long time.  I couldn’t stop hugging her for a couple minutes.  She is asleep now in this small 
flat.  It feels good just having her in the room as I type this.  My friend Jay offered to drive me to the 
Vienna airport to pick her up, which was really nice of him…made it all really easy.  We threw her 



things into the flat and dashed off to catch part of the baroque concert at the philharmonic at 4:00 – 
Corelli, Vivaldi and Hummel.  Not Christmas music per se but appropriate for the season, and Susanna 
got to see her first neobaroque concert hall in Europe.  We left at intermission (she needed to walk to 
keep from falling asleep) and walked around the Christmas market in Hviezdoslovobo Namestie.  I think 
she liked it.  

School got out on Friday at noon for the holiday.  I had been using Christmas books to illustrate my 
teaching points (it is amazing how well A Visit from St. Nick works when one is trying to teach the art 
of descriptive writing – I’ll bet every one of you can still describe Santa from his cherry nose to the 
bowlfull of jelly belly), and we finished up the week full steam.  On Thursday, Gabi Valla and I took her 
mainstream 4th graders and my ESL 4th graders on a field trip to old town.  We went through the National 
Museum’s Slovak Life and natural history collections, which they enjoyed, then walked through one of 
the Christmas markets on our way to lunch at McDonalds (don’t ask, and yes, they loved it).  After that, 
we spent quite a bit of time in the bigger Christmas mkt in Hlavne Nam. and went to another museum 
for their trompe l’oeil book installation.  The kids went in 2 by 2 and each came out saying how cool it 
was.  I thought they might be being a little sarcastic, but when I went in last, I came out saying the same 
thing.  In fact, after they saw the rest of the installation, they begged to go through the first part again.

On Friday, the mother of my Israeli girl Ruth came to do a presentation on Hanukah, and brought with 
her some goodies for the kids to eat.  I had asked Ruth, who is a fine reader although perhaps LD, to 
prepare to read a book to the class about a girl who celebrates both Hanukah and Christmas, which gave 
her an appropriate chance to shine.  Several of the kids brought presents, including a nice fruit cake and 
2 bottles of wine.  Got to say it was a nice morning.  

Friday afternoon, I rushed home to spend 5 hours cleaning the flat (some parts for the first time since I 
arrived 4 months ago) and decorating the large palm tree that stands by the window with candy canes 
and small gifts received from students and colleagues.  Then off to stuff Susanna’s stocking (St. Nick 
comes here on the night of December 5, not 24), largely with neat things I’d found while the kids were 
shopping the Christmas mkt on Thursday.  

We’ll have plenty to keep us busy for the next 4 days, then on Friday we are off to southern Spain for 
Christmas in Cordoba and Grenada.  We’ve made absolutely no preparations beyond the air tickets, so 
hopefully we’ll be able to make a few reservations this week via computer, too.  In any case, we 
decorations on and a few presents under the palm tree and Susanna asleep in the corner, it is starting to 
feel a LOT more like Christmas.

*

Like to Run??
Attention Mosier runners!  There has been an expressed interest in starting a Mosier 
Valley Runners Club (all ability levels welcome). If you are interested please contact 
Katie Skakel at 478-2529 or   kdskakel@gorge.net.
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JANUARY 19 LIVE IN CONCERT 
The Bee Eaters-  7PM

The Bee Eaters boasts four of  the most accomplished, creative young talents of  the new 
generation, tracing roots back to the musical traditions of  Bluegrass, Old-time, Celtic, Jazz 
and Pop. The quartet combines the strong, striking music of  hammered dulcimer virtuoso 

Simon Chrisman and banjo phenomenon Wes Corbett with the inimitable sound of  brother-
sister fiddle duo Tristan and Tashina Clarridge. The result of  the foursome's collaboration is 

an elegant fusion of  tradition and innovation.
 

 Afternoon Workshops:  January 19
4:00 - 6:00 PM in fiddle, cello, banjo and dulcimer

then February 27th and 28th there is a ukulele concert performed by 20 students from 
Langley British Columbia with workshops on the 28th.

Kevin Burke and Cal Scott perform March 27th 7PM  Kevin is considered one of  the finest 
fiddlers around.  Cal Scott is a composer, mulit instrumentalist, producer, musician, and part 

of  the Trail Band many of  us hear at Christmas time in Hood river.  He has writen for 
numerous films and commercial projects.  

May 1,2,3 is the Gorge Fiddle Contest

The Oak Street Hotel is offering a special rate of  $89 throughout the series.
Reservations@OakStreetHotel.com

610 Oak Street
(541)386-3845

MOSIER TREATMENT PLANT RESTORATION MOVING ALONG

According to City engineer John Grim the restoration of  the Mosier treatment plant is 
moving along smoothly.  The city received $12,000 from The Energy Trust of  Oregon to 

help with the renovation.

MOSIER RESIDENT PASSES AWAY
Mosier resident Zahik (Zi) Shahzada passed away unexpectedly December 24th 2008.  
He was born December 24th 1959 and leaves behind his wife Jean Cypher, 2 brothers 

and a sister.  For more information go to www.RowenaWildlifeclinic.org
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House for Rent in Mosier
3 br 2.5 ba in Friendly Downtown Mosier

Built in 2002, this airy 2 story offers fantastic views of Coyote Syncline, Mosier Waterfall Park and six miles down 
the Columbia River from the kitchen, dining and living areas, upper and lower decks  and the master bed room. 
Located on one acre at the end of a very private 2 home paved cul de sac, you can walk to Main Street for a 
coffee or a meal, or over to Pocket Falls for a swim - in 5 minutes or less. The 2 car attached garage, pleasant 
mix of hardwood and carpet, washer/dryer, refrigerator and oven/stove round out this wonderful home.

 $1200 per month with one year lease term. Sorry no smokers, and most probably no pets. First, last and 
$1000  security required.
dave and marianne
209-603-6290

3 br 2.5 ba in Friendly Downtown Mosier

Built in 2002, this airy 2 story offers fantastic views of Coyote Syncline, Mosier Waterfall Park and six miles down 
the Columbia River from the kitchen, dining and living areas, upper and lower decks  and the master bed room. 
Located on one acre at the end of a very private 2 home paved cul de sac, you can walk to Main Street for a 
coffee or a meal, or over to Pocket Falls for a swim - in 5 minutes or less. The 2 car attached garage, pleasant 
mix of hardwood and carpet, washer/dryer, refrigerator and oven/stove round out this wonderful home.

Available October 1, possibly sooner. $1200 per month with one year lease term. Sorry no smokers, and most 
probably no pets. First, last and $1000  security required.

this is the lower deck where we will 
put the hot tub. There is a little room 
for some tomato type plants in front 
there. The road you see is very little 

used. If you cross 
the road and 
walk about 50 
feet, you get to a 
lovely waterfall 
swimming hole!

409 Huskey St. Mosier, OR
Left - this is the view of the (our!)  house 
and the river from the adjoining lot we 
also bought- we can either build here or 
sell it. It is an acre so if we build we can 
build much farther  from the house 
(ours!) and still have the river view

The living and din-
ing room area - the 
deck is all along 
the back of the 
house - you can see 
the railing. Above 
is the view from 
the deck. 


